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Abstract—This paper introduces, motivates, defines, and exemplifies the concept of distribution graph as a way for modelling and
developing Distributed User Interfaces of interactive systems. A
distribution graph consists of a state chart model enriched as follows: states represent individual states of entities involved in the
distribution as well as a collective representation of their synchronization; transitions are represented by event-conditionactions where the action part consists of a distribution script. A
distribution script expresses the distribution behaviour based on
distribution primitives. These primitives are basic operations that
manipulate parts or wholes of user interface for distribution at
run-time. These primitives are themselves implemented on top of
an environment for distributed computing that is implemented
for four major computing platforms (i.e., Microsoft Windows,
Mac OS X, Linux, and Mobile Linux). Thanks to the capabilities
provided by this environment, the user interfaces belonging to
these distributed systems can be run indifferently on any of these
computing platforms. This paper defines the new concepts introduced for this purpose, i.e., distribution primitive, distribution
script, and distribution graph, and demonstrates how they can effectively support distributed user interfaces.

platforms enabling continuity of tasks [4], exchange of information between platforms belonging to different users (e.g., by
the Pick & Drop interaction techniques [5]), moving information between displays on a single platforms (e.g. [5]), partition of tasks across displays for a single user [6], sharing common information private on some platforms, Beale and Edmondson conducted user surveys in order to determine the user
behaviour induced by using a DUI: they identified the importance of having multiple carets and the complexity of multitasking and they suggest design implications for using DUIs in
order to support distributed tasks. In particular, they stressed
the importance of a multi-tasking model that is partially built at
the local level of a single user and at the global level across users when collaboration exists. The global scenario should be also dissolved into local scenario in order to preserve the consistency between common tasks and individual tasks. This observation is fundamental for the work conducted here. Tan &
Czewinsky found that physical discontinuities had no effect on
performance, but found a detrimental effect form separating information within the visual field, when also separated by depth.

Keywords-Distributed User Interface, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) modelling, Ubiquitous computing

There is a high need of some visualization of the distribution. None of the cited works have provided a way to visualize
what was distributed on each platform. The reason comes from
the pre-programmed disposition and static environment provided in their examples. The dynamic of the platforms are not
considered, such as platforms joining and living at run-time.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Significant progress has been made in the area of multidevice User Interfaces (UIs), where UIs are produced for several devices simultaneously, or in migration of UIs, where UIs
are migrated from one device to another while maintaining task
continuity. However, less work has been devoted towards dividing a UI across devices, displays, or platforms, where they
are used by the same user or shared by different users [1]. A
Distributed User Interface (DUI) is hereby defined as any application User Interface (UI) whose components can be distributed across different displays of different computing platforms
that are used by different users, whether they are working at the
same place (co-located) or not (remote collaboration). Consequently, DUIs allow for the UI to be spread out over a set of
displays/devices/platforms taking advantage of each display/device/platform’s unique properties instead of residing on
a single display/device/platform with the interaction capabilities that are constrained on this display/device/platform [2].
DUIs have been subject to several studies that investigate
further their specific characteristics that may lead to design implications. This includes use of multiple monitors on a same
computing platform by a single user [3], use of multiple platforms by a single user with data synchronization between the

Due to the multiplicity of interaction techniques in DUIs,
Nacenta et al. conducted a study to compare the efficiency of
six techniques for moving objects from a platform (e.g., a tablet) to another one (e.g., a table top) in four different distance
ranges and with three movement directions. Their study suggests that spatial manipulation of data was faster than pressurebased techniques.
On the one hand, more user studies are available on specific
DUI setups that provide us with more knowledge on design
implications for such DUIs. Yet, in order to allow for the user
to get the best potential of interaction capabilities offered by
the various devices/displays/platforms for the current task to be
carried out, we should enable designers as well as developers to
provide users with the best DUI possible for a given set of devices/displays/platforms by describing them in a formal way
[4]. This will allow both designers and developers to enable the
underlying system to decide where different DUI portions
should be placed in locations that are significant and usable for
a distributed task to take place. For instance, the game of Pictionary is a typical example of a distributed task: one player se-
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lectss a word from a dictionary, a second player draws this w
word
on a surface shareed by other players
p
who have to guess what
this word is as qquick as posssible, but belo
ow a certain time
thresshold. The teaam to which thhe winning plaayer belongs tto receivees points.
A. Related
R
Work
Wincuts
W
[7] auugment windoow managers by
b letting userrs acquiree and interact with alternatiive views of arbitrary
a
regionns of
existting windows. The Frisbee66 is a widget that acts as a telescop
pe to a remote area on the diisplay. Users manipulate
m
reemote
item
ms by interactting with theiir proxies within the Frisbbee’s
main
n area and repposition items on the main display
d
by mooving
them
m through speecified transfeer channels. Speakeasy [8] consists of a computing frameworkk that is designed to supporrt use
of resources
r
succh as displaays/devices/platforms that appearr/disappear oppportunisticallly, called reccombinant com
mputing [9]. In most ccircumstances,, distributing parts
p
or wholee of a
Grap
phical User Innterface (GUI)) is primarily driven by thee system itself or by a predefined procedure
p
thatt is rarely flexxible.
Wheen there is som
me procedure in order to disstribute some parts
of a GUI, operatiions required to conduct th
his distributionn are
often
n at a high levvel –which iss appropriate– but rarely suubject
to paarameterizatioon.
B. Conceptual
C
moodelling
A user workinng with an inteeractive system
m is representeed by
the context
c
of his work. A user may often chaange the conteext in
whicch he is while using an application. Thuss, developers ttry to
imprrove applicatioons by takingg into accountt the possible contextss of use.
There
T
already exist lots of researches ab
bout context-aaware
applications [12, 13] but there is no adaptation when coontext
switcches. The adaaptation propoosed to contex
xt switches arre eiThus
ther for specific or pre-progrrammed for applications.
a
theree is no big neeed for visualization of thee distribution sstate.
Mosst of the time, platforms aree co-located which
w
enables them
to seee directly thee result of a distribution
d
op
peration on thee target. DUIs are not limited to co--located platfo
orms which leead to
high
her needs for fe
feedback and visualization.
v
In
I this paper, we present cooncepts to imp
prove the wayy applicaations react too a context switch.
s
We first define thee importaant notions ass the context of
o use and thee distribution sstate.
Then
n, we introduuce the conccept of distriibution primiitives
whicch represents tthe operationss that can be applied
a
to UIss. Finally
y, we introduce the conceppts of distribu
ution scenarioo and
grap
ph.
A distribution scenario is a sequence of operations
o
onn UIs.
A diistribution graaph is a state diagram
d
wheree states are disstributed and transitionns are events that
t trigger a new
n distributioon of
the UIs.
U
Thanks
T
to thesse concepts, we
w believe thaat applicationss will
be able
a
to dynam
mically and automatically
a
adapt to coontext
switcches while staaying under thhe control of th
he users.
As
A a proof off concept, we describe an application
a
inn two
variaants using these concepts. A simplified and
a a complexx Pictionaary self-adapt the distributioon of the UIs when role asssignments change.

II.

C ONCEPTS

A
A. Assumption
As
A it is physically impossibble for a userr to be at the same
placce at the same time, a user iis only able to
o directly use platform
ms located in the
t same locat
ation. If two platforms are at
a differen
nt places, the user is only abble to use at most
m one of theem.
B. Context
C
A user is a co
oncept of a huuman person with some chharacterisstics describin
ng the level oof use that he is able to acccomplish
h. The set Ussers is a colleection of userss with at leasst one
distiinct attribute. Here
H are the ddifferent charaacteristics:


Task experience: loow / average / high



Systeem experiencee : low / averag
ge / high



Motivation : low / average / high
h



w / average / high
h
Complex device exxperience: low

The
T platform
m on which thee user interactts with the tassks is
mosstly representeed by the deviice. If the userr is switching from
one computer to another or chhange the num
mber of devices he
usess, there is a change of platfoorm.
Depending
D
wh
here and wheen the user is accomplishinng the
task
ks, he is evolviing in an envirronment. For example,
e
he can be
at work,
w
at homee or traveling.. Even the easiest tasks cann becom
me difficult if the environm
ment is not ap
ppropriate for it. A
chan
nge of enviro
onment happen
ens if the useer moves to somes
wheere else, if the environmentt becomes quieter or louderr, and
so on.
o
Each
E
user hass its own cont
ntext of use deescribing the environm
ment and the material
m
in whhich he is. A context
c
of usee C is
com
mposed by a platform P, a usser U and an environment E.
E
C  ((P,U,E) (1)
A context of use is bound to only one platform, onee user
and one environm
ment but it dooes not mean that
t
the interaactive
system is only on
ne user in a sinngle environm
ment using a single
s
platfform. The plaatform/displayy is the tool used
u
by to intteract
with
h the system. The
T context acccording to th
his definition is display
yed in Figure 1. A simplee context witth only one platform
m/display, one user and inn one environm
ment.

Figure 1. A simplee context with oonly one platforrm/display, onee user
and in one eenvironment.

There
T
are man
ny contexts off use to descriibe a multi-user interacctive system. This definition
on is limited to
o a single platfform,
userr and environm
ment. Here wee introduce th
he concept of a distribu
uted context in
n Equation 2.
Cd  (PPd,Ud,Ed) (2)

We
W use this nootion when a system
s
has thee ability to disstribute one
o of the com
mponents. Pd is the vector P1, P2, …, Pm reepresentiing m platform
ms on which the
t system maay be run. Ud iis U1,
U2, ..., Un where n users mayy use the systtem wheneverr and
wherrever they waant. Finally, Ed is E1, E2, ..., Ep where p eenvironm
ments are possible environm
ments for the users to be iin. A
non--distributed coontext has m = n = p = 1 while
w
a distribbuted
conttext has m > 1, n > 1 or p > 1.
A distributed pplatform Pd means
m
that the system is runnning
across several plattforms. The most
m common are
a desktop, laaptop
and netbook compputers as well as mobile pho
ones. If the syystem
runs on top of twoo devices withh the same platform, it is aalso a
distrributed platforrm. Example of context with
w multiple platform
ms can be founnd in Figure 2.

→
→ ,

(6)
(

Now,
N
U2 leav
ves environmeent E1 to envirronment E2. In
I the
room
m E1, he was using a projeector which is not availablee anymorre. Thus, afterr U2 has left tthe room, the platform P3 is
i not
currrently attached
d
→
→

(7)
(

As
A there may have many innstances of eaach componennt, we
are interested
i
in studying
s
the rrelationships between
b
each componeent.
C. Distribution
D
state
The
T first concept we neededd to introducee in order to viisualize the
t actual disttribution is a state for the system. Each platform
m needs to giv
ve informationn about what it is currentlyy display
ying. The statee of the wholee system is caalled a distribbution
statee. A distribution state is a ssnapshot of a system at a ceertain
mom
ment of time in
i which the ssystem is stab
ble. It means that
t
a
statee represents th
he context of uuse of the who
ole system.
Each
E
user hass a different ccontext of usee which is an individu
ual distribution
n state. The ddistribution sttate for the usser is
the distribution of his UI acrosss several plattforms availabble to
him. There are tw
wo kinds of plaatforms, the in
ndividual platfforms
whicch are not disstributed and sshared platforrms which aree distribu
uted with otheer users. An exxample of a sh
hared platform
m is a
large screen displaay in a room.

Figure 22. Example of multi-platform
m
contexts.
c

These
T
three exxamples can be expressed with the nottation
defin
ned in this secction. For the first
f
example, there are one user,
two tasks and twoo displays, the context is then
n defined as:
Cdd1  ({D1,D2}, {U1}, {E})

(3)

The
T concept oof task is not part of the co
ontext. It onlyy describ
bes the compleexity of the gooal of the systeem. The conteext of
the second
s
example is defined as:
a
Cd22  ({D1,D2},, {U1,U2}, {E}
}) (4)
As
A for the firsst example, theere is only on
ne environmennt becausse we find it aalready a goodd challenge without
w
the neeed to
chan
nge the enviroonment whichh would makee readability m
much
moree difficult. The last examplee is thus defineed as:
Cdd3  ({D1}, {U
U1,U2}, {E})

(5)

The
T system may also be disstributed throu
ugh different uusers.
It maay be a distribbution in spacee, with users located
l
in diffferent
coun
ntries or regioons. Also in time, people may
m use the syystem
at diifferent periodds of time. Ass several userss may be invoolved,
the system
s
may bbe used in diffferent enviro
onments. From
m the
user point of view
w, the contextt may also be a distributed context. Neverthelesss, it is possiblle that some users have a nondistrributed contexxt. It means thaat m = n = p = 1.
It
I is importannt to notice thhat some platfforms, some uusers
and some environnments may noot be attached
d to any conteext of
use at
a a certain m
moment of timee. For example, two users in the
samee room with thheir own platfforms are in En
nvironment E1 :

The
T distribution shared sttate is the sum
m of all indivvidual
statees taking into account the ddifferent inter--state relationss. For
exam
mple, Adrien is working in his room with
h his desktop computeer. The context for this situaation can be:
1 →

,

,

(8)

Here
H
we havee a distribution
on state for Ad
drien. We calll this
the distribution in
ndividual statee of Adrien. The representtation
of th
his state is:
1

1

(9)

At
A the same tiime, his friendd named Basttien is playingg with
him on a distribu
uted applicatiion. The distrribution indivvidual
statee for Bastien may
m be:
1 →

,

,

,

(10))

Thus,
T
the systtem is compossed by two ind
dividual statess. For
the example,
e
the distribution
d
shhared state is:
1

1 , 1

(1
11)

Both types of state are disttributed. Bastiien in context C1b
has distributted the applicaation on his tw
wo platforms.
D. Distribution
D
primitives
p
The
T modificattions that coulld happen in applications
a
a
after
a
conttext change may
m follow som
me well-form
med rules. To adapt
a
the UIs, the appliication may aapply several distribution primip
tivess. The simplest statements are the Displlay and Undissplay.
The first allows one or severaal graphical elements to bee dis-

play
yed on the screeen while the second hide th
hem. For exam
mple,
the Display
D
statem
ment is definedd by:
displlay(object:UI, site:Site)
Pre: The site has a
already a wind
dow ready to display the
object.
Post: The object iss display.

reseents an event. A distributionn graph is thee same notionn as a
statee diagram. Th
he differencee comes from
m the definitioon of
statee and transition. A distribbution graph is
i a state diaagram
wheere states are distribution
d
sttate as defined
d in 2.3 and trransitions are sequencee of distributioon primitives..

Then
n we have the Move and Coopy. It allows to move and copy
one or more elem
ments from a platform
p
to an
nother. The deefinition for the copy iis:
copy
y(object:UI, so
ource:Site, tarrget:Site)
Pre: The target sitte has alreadyy a window re
eady to get thee object.
t
Post: The object iss copy and insserted in the target.

The context of usse associated with the sou
urce is C1  (P1,
U1, E1). The target one is C2  (P2, U2, E2
2). There is at least
one of the elemennts in C2 that is distinct from
m C1. There arre also tw
wo other basic operations: Insert and Switch.
S
Whilee the
first inserts an eleement in a coontainer, the second
s
switchh two
elem
ments. Compleex operations such as merrging and spliitting
aparrt UIs are also statements.
E. Distribution
D
sccenario
With
W the distrribution primittives, it is possible to adappt the
UI. The
T power off these statemeents is the abillity to be autoomatically triggered w
when some eveents happen on
o the system
m. For
exam
mple, when a nnew user connnects to the ap
pplication, he may
wish
h to collaboraate and thus reeceive a copy
y of some parrts of
the UI.
U Several sttatements mayy be triggered
d to allow the user
to taake part of thee application. In
I this section
n, we introducce the
notio
on of distributtion scenario. It consists off automation iin order to
t simulate evvents in the application.
a
Concretely, thee distribu
ution scenario is a sequencee of distributio
on primitives lleading to
t the whole eexecution of thhe application
n.
Let
L us define S
Scenario 1 whhich will startt and exit an aapplicatio
on with a single window annd button:
Scen
nario 1:
 button(teext:”Button1” name:B1)
 display(oobject:B1 site::A)
 wait(5)
 undisplayy(object:B1 siite:A)
This
T
simple exxample has tw
wo distributio
ons primitivess and
two commands. Itt first creates a button with the commandd button(ttext:"Button 11" name:B1). Then, the stattement displayy put
this button in an aalready createed window. The
T wait comm
mand
will wait 5 seconnds before exeecuting the neext statement.. The
stateement undispllay hides the button
b
which lead to the ennd of
the scenario.
s
F. Distribution
D
ggraph
A state diagraams as used inn [11] is a com
mbination of sstates
and transitions intto the same diiagram. The state
s
representts the
systeem at a certainn period of tim
me. The systeem evolves froom a
statee to another bby using transition links. Eaach transitionn rep-

Figu
ure 3: Example of distributionn graph for Adriien and Bastien contexxts.

In
n Figure 3, we
w see an exxample of distribution grapph. It
startts in S1 defin
ned in Definittion 8. Then Adrien deciddes to
swittch from his desktop
d
to his laptop, this leads to Adrieen being in a new context. The effeect of this chaange is that thhe UI
disp
played on the desktop is noow moved to the
t laptop. We
W are
now
w in state S2. Lastly,
L
Bastien
en turns off his laptop enterring a
new
w context for state S3. Thee UI displayed on the lapttop is
now
w undisplayed.
III.

CATALOG OF DISSTRIBUTION OPERATIONS

This
T
section introduces
i
a ssummary of the
t catalog foor the
distrribution operaations. For com
mplete descrip
ptions, please refer
to www.usixml.or
w
rg.
Nam
me

Efffect

Disp
play

Display an item
m in one or more UIs

Und
display

Hide an item froom one to man
ny UIs

Mov
ve

Move
M
an item fr
from a UI to an
nother one

Cop
py

Co
opy an item off an UI to ano
other one

Inseert

In
nsert an item inn a container of
o a UI

Swittch

Ex
xchange two ccomponents in
n the same orr different UIs

Merrge

Merge
M
two UIs together

Sepaarate

Ex
xplode a UI inn two or more separated UIss
Table 1: Catalog of ddistribution operations.

IV.

CA
ASE STUDY

In
I this section
n, the differennt notions previously introdduced
are instantiated
i
in
n a simple exaample. The caase study presented
heree is a Pictionary game withh different variiants. The firsst one

is a small
s
examplee of the differeent concepts while
w
the otherr one
is a complete andd more compleex case study. A more com
mplex
case study is also presented; it is a board gaame like the G
Game
of th
he Goose and S
Snake and Laddders.

 Guesser:
G
a peerson that hass to guess the word. If therre are
teams,
t
guesseers are in the same team as
a the drawer.. The
drawer
d
may not
n be a guessser and his associated
a
UI is in
Figure
F
5.

A. Pictionary
P
Pictionary
P
is a game wherre players hav
ve to guess w
words
helped by drawinggs. We have chosen
c
this casse study becauuse it
is eaasy to create ssome variantss, is an easy to
t use and eaasy to
undeerstand game and brings fuun to players. The game maay be
played with and without team
ms depending on the numbeer of
players. Security aspects are not handled heere as we connsider
this game as famillial and frienddly. The way the game is disstributed is to preventt players cheaating easily bu
ut no guaranttee is
prov
vided against cheaters. Theere are several roles in thee Pictionaary: the draweer, the guesserr and observerrs. Each role iis associaated to a UI tto enable the task allowed with the rolee. For
exam
mple, the draw
wer has to be able to draw things,
t
the guuesser
to seee what is the current drawing and observ
vers should bee able
to veerify that the ggame is going right. The disstribution of thhe UI
will be automaticaally rearrangeed when roles change. The minimall information is the remainning time and
d the game sttatus.
Each
h UI has this iinformation inn common plus other specifi
fic inform
mation. Compaared to collabooration gamess, where each platform
m would run iits own separrate client of the
t game, a ggame
baseed on DUIs dooes only need to
t be part of th
he system. Thhus, it
allow
ws the system
m to start on a single platfo
orm and to exxtend
with
h platforms arrriving into the system.

 Observer:
O
a person
p
that is not currently trying to guesss the
word.
w
This rolle is for opponnents to the pllaying team. When
W
there
t
are only two players, tthe drawer will also have thhe observer
s
UI. Forr observers, the
he UI is mainly
y the ability too start
and
a end a gam
me as in Figuree 6.

Figu
ure 5: User Interrface of the gueessers.

Figurre 6: User Interf
rface of the obseervers.

Dep
pending on thee role associaated to a play
yer, he will geet the
apprropriate GUI for his role. W
When roles ch
hange, the disttribution of the UIs is reprocessed
r
too keep a coherrent state.

Figuure 4: User Inteerface of the draawer.

Here
H
are the kkey roles and their Graphiccal User Interffaces
(GU
UI):
 Drawer:
D
a perrson that helpps finding the word to guesss by
drawings.
d
Thee minimum UII needed for this
t role as inn Figure
u 4 is the drrawing tools and
a informatio
on about the ggame.
The
T user sees the word he has to draw about and haas the
tool to draw onn the shared arrea.

B. Simplified
S
Picctionary
The first case stu
udy is a simpplified variant of the Pictioonary,
wheere there is no team. Observvers are playeers waiting forr next
gam
me to begin. Eaach person is a single playeer as the draw
wer or
a gu
uesser. There is
i only one drrawer at the saame time but there
may
y be several guessers. The game starts with
w an initial state
wheere the applicaation is not staarted, the currrent state is em
mpty.
Wheen the first usser starts the aapplication, hee needs to creeate a
room
m for the gam
me. Other playyers will then
n join this rooom to
play
y. The UI for this first playyer allows him
m to create a new
gam
me as in Figure 7. The pseuudo-code to crreate this UI is reprod
duced in Figurre 8.

Figure
F
7: Creatiion of a game w
when no game is
i already starteed.

{Display
td((name:p1
e:b_c glue:e te
ext:"Create:")
button(name
)
}
{Display
ntry(name:e_cc glue:w bg:wh
hite
en
init:"Own
n game"
handle:H
HEntry return:R
R)
#p1}}
{Display lr(name:ccreate_game b_c
b e_c)#p1}
{Display
d(name:p1
td
e
create_game
td(name:join
n)
label(name:sstatus glue:sw
we
text:"W
Waiting for a game"
g
bg:wh
hite)
)
}
Games} do
for I in {DiscoverG
Display
{D
me:b#I glue:n
nswe
button(nam
texxt:"Join "#I}
n}
#join
end
Figure 8: Pseudo-codee for creating in
nitial UI.

The
T first stepss create and diisplay a button
n and an entryy in a
new window. Theese two widgets will then be associatedd in a
new widget arranging them froom left to righ
ht. The last sttep is
the creation
c
of thee window withh all widgets arranged
a
in thhe desired
d order. The tdd widget created by the main Display conntains
the widgets
w
creatte_game, statuus and zero to
t several butttons.
The name used w
when we creatte widgets is the
t key to us e the
widg
get later. As w
we can see, thee button named
d bc appears iin the
creattion of the lr w
widget. As theere is currentlly only one pllayer,
the game
g
cannot bbe started. Thee application still
s needs a pplayer
befo
ore being able to start. The next
n state is th
he connectionn of a
seco
ond player. Tw
wo players arre now conneected as Obseervers
waiting for the gaame to begin. Figure
F
9 show
ws the current state
of th
he applicationn for the diffeerent roles. To
o create the U
UI of
Play
yer 2, it only nneeds to copy Player 1 UI with
w code in Fiigure
10.

Figure 9: S
Second state. Plaayer 1 and 2 aree connected
{Cop
py p1 td(name
e:p2)}
Figure 10: Pseuudo-code for uppdating UI afterr game creationn.

As
A the game is created, booth players got an update with
theirr UI looking liike in Figure 11.

Figure
F
11: Creattion of a game w
when no game is already starteed.

The
T code to update
u
the UI is presented in
i Figure 12. Now,
N
both
h players are waiting
w
for thee game to beg
gin. Their UI is
i the
sam
me until one off the players ch
chooses to starrt the game. As
A the
minimum numberr of players iss reached, the game can starrt and
each
h player will now
n be assignned to a role. In
I Figure 13 Player
P
1 beecomes the drrawer and Play
ayer 2 a guessser. When Plaayer 1
beco
omes the draw
wer, the UI haas to be redistrributed to thiss new
role assignment. The result oof this redistriibution appeaars in
Figu
ure 14. This UI
U slightly difffers from Play
yer 2 because Player 1 has to stay an
a observer. A
As Player 2 iss the guesser, he is
not allowed to haave the ‘Start’ and ‘Found!’’ buttons. Thiss role
shou
uld be assigneed to observeers, if there were
w
any. The only
solu
ution is to assig
gn this role too the drawer ittself.
Thanks
T
to the UI he is alreaady playing with,
w
the adapttation
of th
he UI is only a small piece of code. In th
hree statements, the
UI is
i adapted. Th
he code can bee found in Fig
gure 15. The UI
U of
the second playerr also has to be adapted to
o the new rolle assign
nment. He now has the guuesser UI as in Figure 16.. The
codee for this adap
ptation can bee found in Figure 17. Heree, the
transition triggereed by the connnection of a new player cann be a
loop
p from the currrent state. Thhe only modification happeening
wheen a new playeer connects is an update in the observer list.
l It
is ex
xactly the sam
me if Player 1 lleaves the gam
me.
{Und
display create_game#p1}
{Upd
date status "R
Running game : "#Name}
{Dissplay
td
d(name:observ
ver
lr(name:ente
er_word glue:nnwe bg:white
label(bg:white text:"Enteer word: ")
entry(glue:w bg:white
init:""House"
handle:HEW)
)
art_found bg: white glue:nw
we
lr(name:sta
button(g
glue:e text:"Sttart")
button(g
glue:w text:"Foound !")
)
maining_time bg:white glue
e:swe
lr(name:rem
label(glue
e:e bg:white
tex
xt:"Remaining time: ")
label(glue
e:w bg:white ttext:"02:00")
)
)
#p1}
{Dissplay td(name:p1 create_gaame observer status)}
s
Figure 12: Pseu
udo-code for uppdating UI afterr game creationn.

Every
E
time thee word to guesss is found, th
he winner becoomes
the drawer
d
while the drawer beecomes a guessser. If the woord is
not found
f
in the tiime let for thee game, the cu
urrent drawer wins
and stays the draw
wer. The gamee needs at leasst two players..
In th
he state wheree Player 1 is the drawer, tw
wo transitionss can
be trriggered. If P
P1 wins, the system
s
stays in the same sstate.
Otheerwise, the sysstem has to reedistribute the UIs. In Figurre 18,
the winner
w
is Playyer 2. As he won,
w
he becom
mes the new drrawer
and Player 1 becoomes a guesseer. The mergin
ng of the twoo first
statees is represennted by a dashhed red loop. The last stepp remain
ning is the rredistribution of the UI when
w
role aree exchan
nged. This meeans that we want
w
to switch
h the upper paart of
Play
yer 1's UI to P
Player 2's UI. This can be done
d
with the code
in Fiigure 19. Heree we introducce the ability to
t choose the pposition of the widgeet. The drawiing_tool widg
get will be pllaced
first in widget p2.

)
#p1}
{Dissplay
td
d(name:p1
drawing_too
ol
observer
canvas(name:drawing areea
bg:white glu
ue:nswe)
status
)
}
Figu
ure 15: Pseudo--code for updatiting UI from Ob
bserver to ObseerverDraawer.

Figurre 16: Player 2 bbecomes the gu
uesser.

Figure 13: State diagram
m of the curren
nt system.

{Und
display enter_
_word#p2}
{Und
display start_ffound#p2}
{Dissplay canvas(n
name:drawing__area
bg:white gl ue:nswe)#p2}
Fiigure 17: Pseud
do-code for upddating UI for Plaayer 2 becominng a
gueesser.

Figure 14: Playyer 1 becomes the
t drawer and stays observer..
{Und
display enter_
_word#observe
er}
{Display
d(name:drawin
ng_tool
td
label(name:w
word bg:white
e
text:"W
Word: House"")
{Record.adjo
oin CD lr(name
e:colors
gllue:n
re
elief:sunken
bg
g:white)}

Figure 18: Complete diaggram of the whole system.
{Mo
ove drawing_to
ool p2 pos:firsst}
Figure 19. Pseudo-code ffor switching pllayer's role.

C. Extended Pictionary
In this section, we introduce a dynamically extended version of the Pictionary as a real case study. As the number of
player increases, the simplified version may be extended to
support teams. The minimum required for this variant is four
players separated in two teams with two players.
A team is composed by at least two players. The team that
is currently drawing needs a drawer and at least one guesser.
The members of the other teams are observers. The distribution graph for two teams is presented in Figure 23 based on
the one in Figure 18.
If a guesser finds the word within the guessing time, he
becomes the drawer and the team stays playing. If the guessing time is passed and no guesser found the word, another
team is given the ability to play the same word. If the team
finds the word, this team becomes the new team playing. If
not, another team takes the turn until every team has played
with the word. Every time a word is found, it increases the
points of the team currently playing.
D. Game of the Goose / Snakes and Ladders
Another kind of game we introduce as a case study for this
modelling with distribution graph is inspired from the game of
the goose and snakes and ladders games. In both games, you
have a board filled with squares. Each square is a different
step with some action associated to it. The game we created
has a virtual board with squares associated to games. As each
game has its own UI, the user is providing with a different UI
at each step during the game. The distribution appears at each
step, because the game will distribute the right UI to the involved users. Here are three different games:
 Single-player: Minesweeper is a game in solo where the
user has to clear the board without detonating a mine.
 Two-player: chess is a game where two players are opponents; one is in white and the other in black. The goal of
the game is to checkmate the opponent’s king.
 Multi-player: the Pictionary as introduced in the previous
sections is a game where each player has his own role.
There is always someone who has to guess what another
one is drawing.
This game is even more complex than the Pictionary variants introduced in the previous sections. The game has to provide a UI to each player for the main game, but also to each
player for the current action.
For a single-player game, the other players may have no
UI at all or be observers. For a two-player game, two players
need to get a UI which allow them to see what they can do and
to partially see what he can from the other player.
The players that are not opponents in the game may join
the game as observers.
In a multi-player game, each player will have his own role
and the UI must be distributed in a way that enable all the
players to have access to their role functionalities but without
giving them information that they should not have.
The distribution scenario for this game is much more complex than for the Pictionary. An addition to this case study is

the ability to add new games on the fly, or change the association between squares and games. This game is thus a dynamically evolving environment with several users with several
platforms. At least one platform is used for the system, but to
allow hiding information, it is recommended to have at least
one platform by user/player.
There exist three main states for this game as respectively
reproduced from Figure 20 to Figure 22.

Player: {Px}
Observers: All \ {Px}
Figure 20. Single-player game, one player (Px) only while other are
observers.

Player: {Px, Py}
Observers: All \ {Px, Py}
Figure 21. Two-player game, two players, Px is the first player and
Py is the opponent.

Player: ℙ
Observers: All \ ℙ
Figure 22. Multi-player game, player in will have a role but also
Observers may have on.

In the first case, we have games like the Minesweeper
which does only involve one player. Px will be the one playing the game and is the current player of the main game. Other
examples of single-player games are a Rubik’s cube and Pinball.
The two-player games will involve the two players (Px and
Py). The actual player (Px) will have to face the opponent
(Py). This can happen when two players are in the same
square. The player arriving in the square (actual player of the
main game) will have to defeat the one that was already there
(the opponent). Chess is a good example of a two-player
game.
The last case is multi-player games such as the Pictionary.
All the players may be part of the game. The one that are in
the same square will have the main roles (drawer and guesser
for the Pictionary) while the others will act as observers or
passive players.

V.

IMPLEEMENTATION

A. Distribution
D
primitives
The
T distributioon operations have been im
mplemented inn Mozart framework inn OZ languagge [14]. The advantages
a
off this
fram
mework are thee support of thhe most used operating sysstems
(Miccrosoft Windoows, Unix-bassed distributio
ons such as L
Linux
and Mac OS X), tthe network laayer allowing transparent m
migration.. The work deescribed in thiis paper goes further than a prototyp
pe. The main goal is to devvelop a complete toolkit forr creating
g DUI as simpple as designinng UIs with prrogramming ttools.
We use
u distributioon operations to control thee way the DU
UI are
distrributed across several devicces on variouss platforms. T
These
operrations can bee triggered manually
m
by co
ode, by comm
mand
line scripts or an interpreter, or
o by meta-GU
UI controllingg the
whole distributionn.

Here,
H
we need
d to display soome elements arranged in a topdow
wn (td) panel. The widgets placed here is a simple button
b
with
h text Create. The procedurre display recceives a recorrd describ
bing the widg
gets to displayy as in Figuree 24. Here thee topleveel widget can only be a topp-down or leftt-right widgett. The
codee of the Displaay function is in Figure 25.
procc {Display Para
am}
casse {Record.lab
bel Param}
of td then {Dis td Param}
[] lr then {Dis lr Param}
end
end
Figure 25
5: Part of code oof the procedurre Display.

The
T Dis functtion of Figuree 26 is called by
b the displayy procedu
ure. As no wiindow was crreated before, a new windoow is
creaated according
g to the widggets placed in the records. Each
widg
get is stored with
w his name to be manageed later.
procc {Dis Wid Parram_Old}
Title Widget
aram = {Record.subtract Paaram_Old nam
me}
Pa
in
Widget
W
= {Process Param {A
Arity Param} Wid()}
W
if {HasFeature Param
P
title}
hen Title= Para
am.title
th
elsse Title= "No name" end
Win
W = {QTk.build
Title)
{Adjjoin Wid(title:T
Widget}}
iff {HasFeature Param_Old naame}
then Namess := {Append @
@Names
[Param_Old.name#Win]}
nd
en
{W
Win show}
end
Figure 26: Part of codde of the proced
dure Dis.

Figure 23:: Complete diaggram of the who
ole system.

I
on of the primiitives
B. Implementatio
The
T display operation is thhe first to use for creating D
DUI.
Becaause of spacee limitations, this section only
o
describe s the
impllementation off this operatioon for the exam
mple 5:
{Display td(name::p1
butto
on(name:b_c glue:e text:"C
Create"))}
Figure 24: S
Simple examplee of a distributio
on operation.

The
T last impo
ortant proceduure is Processs from Figurre 27.
Each
h widget will be created in two parts. Th
he first is the object
o
reprresenting the widget
w
and m
manage by its name. The seecond
is th
he value which
h is used for thhe GUI.
In
I Figure 8, we
w presented th
the scenario to
o create the UI
U display
yed in Figure 7. No matter where the sceenario is trigggered,
it alllows program
mming the actioon resulting to
o an event in a distribu
ution graph. Each
E
event iss bound to an
n action. Wheen an
even
nt occurs, the action corressponding will be triggered. Several distribution operations wi
will then redistribute the syystem
acro
oss the differen
nt contexts off use.
fun {Process Para
am List Wid}
un {ProcessHelper Param Lisst Wid}
fu
case List of nil then Wid
[] I|R
Wid} in
then NewWid Lab={Label W
pe I} == int
if {Value.typ
then
P
Lab_I = {Label Wid_
_I}
Wid_I= Param.I

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

in
NewWid = {Process Wid_I
{Arity Wid_I}
Lab_I()}
else
case I
of glue then
NewWid = Param.glue
[] name
then Names := {Append
@Names
[Param.name#NewWid]}
[] text then NewWid = Param.text
end
end
if {Value.isFree NewWid} then
if I == name then
{ProcessHelper
Param
R
{Adjoin Wid Lab(handle:NewWid)}
}
else
{ProcessHelper Param R Wid}
end
else
{ProcessHelper
Param
R
{Adjoin Wid Lab(I:NewWid)}
}
end
else
error
end
end
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